Now the Joy of Satan describes a lot of things ranging from very simple to some other larger ideas.

Some of the ideas that confuse many people are the reptilians or even the greys and so on. These naturally as they are difficult topics tend to create a feeling that one is challenged seriously from these. For certain psychic people who might have had experiences, this might be clearer. For others, this can sound really exaggerated. In either case it's important to have a level headed approach.

If one meditates and encounters these, all the more this feeling can occur. But as clearly explained one must not worry too much.

When I was a new Spiritual Satanist myself, the amount of bogus from hardcore drug users [many occult places and pseudo-Satanic places promoted these, leading to demise], schizophrenics, or simply good people without an awareness of real spirituality was off the roof. Those who have been here in the last 15 years know how far we have come.

For this reason by clearing up certain topics I am merely saving people a lot of time, sanity, and so on. That is quintessential as this is the path to development.

Now if it were up to me, it would have been the case that these realities would be exposed to people only AFTER they reach a certain level of spiritual development where said facts could be handled, let alone when one would be able to properly manage these situations. But we do what the Gods want obviously.

Naturally, even normal people start knowing about this after they "dig deeper" into the rabbit hole. The average person is simply not ready to listen to any of this, even after the Pentagon or even US Agencies have literally admitted again and again the existence of "aliens" and so on. Yet this knowledge has more levels to it.

The Gods know everything and therefore too that the Truth had to go out. What has been for centuries all secluded and hidden information by the enemy had to be brought out as if by force and exposed to the faces of humanity so that we can know that we are not alone. The situation is if anything rather dire.
Now, as a Spiritual Satanist one must know that these entities cannot harm you. They can cause you some issues, but they cannot harm you in any decisive way if you follow what the JoS says. Many spiritualists and even people like Aleister Crowley had to face these entities but without protection and while meddling with enemy spirituality, and this led to demise.

Yet Spiritual Satanists are heavily protected from all of this. The more trained the mind, the more you can completely shut them off and be as if they do not even exist whatsoever. The properly trained mind will be able to do this effortlessly.

As powerful as the barracks of the mind or the Gods can be, if you constantly peak your head out of the barracks or take a jeep to go into enemy territory, you must obviously expect bad things to happen. This is what happens when you allow the mind or crazy imagination to take place or when you dwell on the enemy in a wrong manner that is inconsistent with proper warfare.

People who complain too much about this are spiritually immature and in general have not heeded the long advice that we have said in our posts. HPS Maxine has said for years that the enemy should be literally shut down. One must not erroneously deny this advice.

Certain fears or worries can also make you drift into a wonderland with these things. One has to remain grounded and above all trust in the Gods and know to ignore these, except on cases where dealing with these [with the help of the Gods or a banishing Ritual] are necessary.

As you advance, they will not be able to do much to you. They exist and so on, but self knowledge, enlightenment and inner understanding, but also a strong bond with the Gods, can create strength that they cannot surmount. Yet if one grows too falsely confident and behaves as if these do not even exist, one is still a fool.

Newer people especially must have zero worry as when you are new, the Gods protect you a lot. This is beyond what one might be able to understand when one is new, but the Gods provide extremely valuable protection for newcomers to advance spiritually in their first steps. Certain people might understand this only after they look back with a few years of experience down the line, but this is how it is.

Lastly there are some people who generally complain too much about this. Human weakness, inability to understand where real problems stem from, and other forms of misunderstanding spirituality, can have people ascribing wrong causes to unrelated effects. One must not take JoS teachings out of context to justify for the above errors.
Spiritual attack is real and so on, but it is serious. 8 out of 10 people who describe what they think is an "attack", tend to have attack from far lesser sources, just negativity, and in many cases are complaining over nothing. There is an examination that has to happen to brand something as an attack.

Adding complaint, irrationality, and a myriad of other issues, one can slowly develop a warped understanding of all of this and become confused.

Even worse is when people ascribe all issues or unrelated issues to "attacks". This is a sure-proof way so that you will ignore many problems. Before really deciding if something is from one source, one must evaluate its source. If you clean it and it goes away, it most likely was.

But if for example you have a persistent pain that does not go away, maybe it's time to check a doctor and not take things too far out of context. Experience here is the key.

Jumping on the band wagon to claim it is or it is not, is not proper. To tread this path properly, one needs to articulate an understanding of balance.

For one, the Gods are far more powerful.

Second off, one must understand the causes of the negative and their true sources.

Thirdly, one must remain balanced and learn how to take this information in maturely.

This is not a video game, so one must understand this.

I.e., do not make useless wonderland about this. What is worse, that the enemy, as if one goes to a lake with mosquitoes, if one dwells too much on them, they can be on you like astral mosquitoes.

Because their nature is unlike the Gods, these entities require parasitic relations to be formed. Fear, negativity, an uncontrolled mind, might open one up. Wrong beliefs such as that one deserves attacks, or that the "grey this or grey that" can cause issues that might not even come from the enemy but might come from misplaced imagination.

On the other hand, when all of the above is incorporated, if we are talking about actual attack, it can happen and the above won't matter. This is where you know for sure that this is an attack. There one must act.

It is VERY IMPORTANT that one must spend mental energy to be with the Gods and not with the enemy. In other words, if you spend too much time whining
about the enemy, that is not correct. This time should be in how you connect with the Gods.

We have the means to fight and they are clear, and there is no need to worry further here. None of the enemy can withstand the presence of the Gods. We also move closer to them with our efforts exactly to safeguard ourselves. If this was done on a global standard, the enemy would completely fail against us, as they prey on the unknowing and the asleep human beings.

Yet, in all of the above, it must be kept in mind that the enemy is real, existing, active, and that one must never underestimate them. We fight them for this reason. But one must never overestimate them either. A level headed approach based on an even ground is quintessential here, to advance in this path and to take full advantage of it.

[Darkpagan666] wrote:
I remember when I was new to Satanism, I had a mindset where I "challenged" the Greys, and dwelled on them due to fear and stupidity.

This mindset of always focusing on the negative and blaming the "enemy" for all silly things that takes place in your life, attracts them.

When we meditate and increase our life force. The saying "You are what you think" really applies. You need to obliterate the self hate and the negative ideas that all things you do are of nuance, which ruins a satisfactory life. This further sucks you into negative events. It is as you cannot see the forest for the trees.

Dwell on the Gods instead. Dwell on the positive and shut the enemy Greys, Reptilians or whatever out. Will them out instantly when they claw themselves back in. Just shove them out. It is easy.

If it is the self illusionary ego trying to justify own ignorance, then rectify that by acquiring necessary knowledge through the Gods. They will help and guide you. Stay strong in them and in your own self.

HAIL SATAN!!!